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The
Paper Flower

1315 Lane Avenue

1 Week

Fresh Flowers & Stationery

Located in Tremont Center
We welcome
your business
for Prom & Graduation
Mention this ad and receive
$2.00 oﬀ
your Corsage & Boutonniere
for Prom
2094 Tremont Center
488-8581
Mon-Fri 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Sat 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

www.TheTanco.com

for

Mystic Tan Sessions
®

$4.00*

1GET1FREE!**

BUY

*New customers only. Level 1 beds only. Must be used within
7 days. Must show valid I.D. and FDA approved eyewear. Not
valid with any other offer. See store for more details.
**Expires in 10 days.
© 2004 The Tan Company, Inc.
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Tuxedo Rentals

ways

to save
for

Prom

from

$45

Our exclusive prom package
makes it easy and affordable to
look your best on the big night.

10

Save

%

on All Tuxedo Styles.

Choose from 100s of the latest
tuxedo and accessory combinations, and customize your look
for prom.

Friday, April 29
10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
1487 Guilford Rd.
Upper Arlington, Ohio 43221
Jewelry * Handcrafted Gifts * Fiber Arts

Visa/MasterCard Accepted.
Bring a Friend!
For custom Prom orders call:
Wendy
488-4174

2

or

Beth
481-0099

1763 Olentangy River Road
Columbus, OH 43212
614-297-0506
menswearhouse.com

Free

Earn a
Tuxedo Rental

Menʼs Wearhouse Tuxedo Representatives can earn a free
rental, cash, or both. Find out
how at menswearhouse.com by
clicking onTuxedo Rentals.
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AT THE PROM:
The annual formal
dance, held April 30 this
year, is just one of many
events to which students look forward in
the spring. See page 8.
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Ohio’s teams set sights on
post-season play in 2005

by Nick Dilenschneider and Jonny Grifﬁth

W

ith spring approaching, many Ohio teams have spent the offseason making trades and undergoing changes. Here are some of the
changes that Ohio teams have made since they last took the ﬁeld.

Columbus Crew fans come into the
2005 season with the same aspirations they
had a year ago: to win the Major League
Soccer (MLS) Cup.
Most of the kinks were worked out last
year. After losing the ﬁrst three games of the
season, Crew coach Greg Andrulis found himself
on the hot seat. Rumors of Andrulis’ departure from Columbus were
silenced with an 18-game unbeaten streak.
During the season, Columbus also acquired Danny Szetela in a
lottery. The acquisition of Szetela added youth to the aging midﬁeld.
He will continue to be tutored under the guidance of fellow midﬁelders Ross Paule, Simon Elliott and Frankie Hejduk. After winning the
Supporters’ Shield, the award for having the best record in the regular
season, the Crew was knocked out of the playoffs in the ﬁrst round by
the New England Revolution. During this past off-season, the direction of the club was again questioned. In response, the Crew has made
several moves in the past months.
First, Columbus sent Jeff Cunningham, a forward, to Colorado for
a draft pick. The trading of Cunningham for a draft pick showed that
the front ofﬁce is looking at the long term future of the club. Along
with the departure of Cunningham, Tony Sanneh, acquired last year,
was traded to Chicago for forward Ante Razov. Ante Razov is considered to be one of the best forwards in
MLS history. Columbus management felt
though, that the departure of Sanneh was
in the best interest of the club after his
failure to produce results.
Ante Razov comes to Columbus with
high expectations from the fan base and
management. His addition to the club is
intended to complement Edson Buddle
up top. Buddle led the Crew last season
in goals. Along with Buddle, when he’s
a the top of his game, Razov is considered one of the best players MLS has ever
seen. The midﬁeld will feature Frankie
Hejduk, Simon Elliott, Kyle Martno and Danny Szetela. The balance
between experience and youth has been found and the Crew looks to
improve in 2005 on the midﬁeld.
The Columbus back line is the pride of the club. Chad Marshall,

Duncan Oughton, Robin Fraser, Stephen Herdsman and Chris Wingert comprise statistically one of the best defenses in the league. In goal
is Jon Busch, who was the second best goalkeeper last year. What he
lacks in height, he makes up for in ability.
The Crew comes into the 2005 season with high hopes. Despite
a ﬁrst round exit from the playoffs last season along with the loss of
Jeff Cunningham and Tony Sanneh, Crew fans remain optimistic for
2005. With the additions of Ante Razov and Danny Szetela, a strong
back line and a reliable goalkeeper, dreams of winning the MLS Cup
in 2005 may not be so far-fetched.

When fans think of the Cleveland Indians, some still picture the greats like Manny
Ramirez, Jim Thome and Omar Visquel, but
they should think again. The Indians have
gone through a two year rebuilding process led
by their General Manager Mark Shapiro, and according to Shapiro that process is now over.
The new Indians have a set of their own poster players, including
catcher Victor Martinez, inﬁelder Ronnie Belliard and pitchers CC Sabathia and Jake Westbrook, who all made the 2004 All-Star Game.
Other Indian standouts are outﬁelders Coco Crisp and Jody Gerut
and designated hitter Travis Hafner.
With the collection of these players in 2004, the team, with no expectations, ﬁnished its season with a record of 80-82, while making a
serious run at the playoffs. The Indians do have high hopes for 2005,
and with the talent and experience that their players now have, their
hopes are very realistic. The Indians and
Mark Shapiro also went out on the market
this past off-season, while signing a few
talented free agents to better their team.
Their most notable signees were pitchers
Kevin Millwood and Arthur Rhodes, and
outﬁelder Juan Gonzalez, all of whom have
made an All-Star Game appearance in their
careers.
The Indians also signed inﬁelder Aaron
Boone in June of 2004, who did not play
any of that season due to a knee injury and
brought the young inﬁelder Jhonny Peralta
up from the minors. Each one of those players is projected to make a large contribution to whatever the Indians
do in 2005.
Not only do the Indians now have players with notable names, but
these players also put up respectable statistics. In 2004, the Indians

Despite a ﬁrst round exit
from the playoffs last season, along with the loss of
Jeff Cunningham and Tony
Sanneh, Crew fans remain
optimistic for 2005.
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THE COLUMBUS CREW, CLEVELAND INDIANS AND CINCINNATI REDS

ose Canseco was a Major
League Baseball MVP. He
now, after retiring, has written
a book about his use of steroids titled, Juiced. He accuses
Barry Bonds, Mark McGwire,
Jason Giambi, and many other
fellow players of using steroids.
They all have come out to the
press saying that they have not
used steroids, and that Canseco is just trying to make a
quick buck on his book. Juiced
has already made the best-sellers list.
Steroids have been used in
Jordan Panning
baseball only since the early 1980s.
We have seen their effect on players who have been hitting a frequently large amount of homeruns. Hank
Aaron holds the record for a career hitting 855, and Babe Ruth hit 814.
Now Bonds is creeping up to the candy bar himself by hitting over 800
by the end of last season.
Many players argue that steroids slow
them down and make them worse hitters,
but history has proved them wrong. Canseco himself said that without steroids, he
wouldn’t have gotten the MLB MVP, and that
he wouldn’t have been a contender in the
Majors without them.
Whenever a substance comes to the market that is not labeled as steroids, players can
use them. Even if the substance does exactly
what steroids do, the League is not allowed
to ban them. Because of this fact, homers are
not what they used to be.
Steroids are ruining the game of
Jose Canseco’s new
baseball, plain and simple. Fans have seen
book has been pubso many homeruns that they do not get
lished amid controversy
excited like they used to when they are
regarding the use of
hit. Before the 1980s homeruns were hit
steroids in baseball.
when someone really connected with the
ball, now it is a regular occurrence. Many
would rather see a triple; at least the baserunner needs to sprint.
With all of the steroids in baseball, one might think the League
would be stricter than it is. Players getting caught the first time
used to get counseling and that was it. Now they miss 10 games,
so the League is doing better. Yet as a fan, I would like to see
something more along the lines of first offense, out for the season;
second strike, you get half pay; third strike, you’re out.
If you would like to hear another side to this story, read Jose
Canseco’s book. I agree with his actions in bringing this problem to
light, but many do not. Canseco has plenty of evidence to back up his
accusations. Every homerun that is hit undermines the greatness of
baseball, so less should be hit.
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REGAN BOOKS

The Cincinnati Reds, a team which
has been called the “Deads” by some in
past years due to their lack of success,
are looking to come back to life in 2005.
This resurrection can be a very realistic
event, as essentially all of the key players from the
Reds’ recent past are back with their team for 2005.
Three current Reds, inﬁelder Shawn Casey, pitcher Danny Graves
and outﬁelder Ken Griffey Jr., made it to the 2004 All-Star Game.
The Reds also have many young players who have contributed greatly
to the team in recent seasons. These players include outﬁelders Adam
Dunn and Austin Kearns and inﬁelders Ryan Freel and D’Angelo Jimenez. Most of the excitement among these young players is centered
around outﬁelder Adam Dunn, who has made drastic improvement in
all statistical categories, in each of the four seasons that he has played
in Major League Baseball.
Aside from the players the Reds already had on their roster, a few
others were signed to the team from the free-agent market after the
2004 season. New pitchers Kent Merker, Eric Milton, Ramon Ortiz
and David Weathers, are looking to make an immediate contribution
to the already talented Reds pitching staff, which ﬁnished as the second best pitching team in Major League Baseball in 2004. Inﬁelders
Rich Aurilia and Joe Randa were added to the team as well.
The great result of pitching the Reds maintained in 2004 did not
leave much room for success with their batting. The Reds hitting
could have been labeled as nothing more than mediocre in 2004, as
they were ranked 20th in overall in batting. The cause for this mediocrity can be credited to their young lineup and to the injuries faced
by outﬁelder Ken Griffey Jr. Now that Griffey is back to full strength,
the Reds hope that young players have surpassed their infantry in the
majors and that they will come into their own in 2005.
Despite the Reds 76-86 record and their fourth place Central Division ﬁnish in 2004, they did show improvement, as they won seven more
games than they had in the 2003 season. They can also set their sights
high as they improved both their pitching and batting for 2005.
Other teams in the Central Division, like the Cardinals and the
Astros, lost a few of their key players after the 2004 season due to ﬁnancial issues. If all goes well, the Reds and their fans may be looking
towards the playoffs in 2005.

Canseco’s book
reveals problems
sport needs to solve
J

IMAGE COURTESY

had seven hitters with at least 70 runs-batted-in, eight with at least 70
runs scored and ﬁve with at least 50 hits. With all of this success, the
Indians went from being ranked the 25th best hitting team in Major
League Baseball in 2003 to the ﬁfth best in 2004. They were also the
ﬁfth best pitching team in baseball as well. Designated hitter Travis
Hafner ﬁnished the season with the 10th best batting average in the
American League at .311 and the second best on-base percentage at
.993. Pitcher Jake Westbrook also maintained 3.38 earned-run average, making him the third best in the American League in 2004.
With the experience the Indians’ players have received in the past
two seasons and the new signings of talented players, it’s not unrealistic for them and their fans to picture the playoffs, not with the Indians
of the past, but with the Indians of the present.
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Nine of the most conspicuous areas that the Adopt-A-Garden program hopes to re-landscape are shown above. The project’s organizers hope that the
scope of the program can be expanded in future years to eventually include the entire high school.

New landscaping combats
by Sam Underwood

S

winter
inter blues

pring has finally
arrived in Upper Arlington. All over the city, ﬂowers are
blooming, temperatures are rising and the amount of daylight is increasing. Even though students have started to shed their
heavy coats in favor of more seasonable attire, the school remains
cloaked in its austere winter garb. Yet just as winter turns to spring,
the high school will soon sport a brand-new look thanks to the massive re-landscaping effort known as the Adopt-A-Garden program.
Organized primarily by arts teacher Kevin Chapman and co-chair
of the PTO Landscaping Committee Tara Harper, the program
aims to improve the high school’s overall appearance and transform
it from a dull, uninviting building into a more vibrant locale.
“Since we only have one [high] school in the district, we ﬁgured
we should take more pride in what we have and make it look good,”
Harper said.

How it works
To organize the project, the school grounds were split into approximately 30 parcels, each of which is open for ‘adoption’ by
individuals or organizations who wish to become involved in the
6

project. Several high school clubs and sports teams have already
claimed sections, as well as some parents and teaching departments.
No school funds will be used to support the project, and each volunteer group will be fully responsible for both the immediate and
long-term upkeep of its area, Chapman said.
“Each group that takes on an area is responsible for all funding,”
he said. “In other words, they’re either going to have to raise money
somehow ... or they’re going to have to get their group to go out
and ask for plants.”
A major component of the project is the substantial role that
students will play in the designing and creating of the new gardens.
While departments or club advisers will direct the process, the program will rely almost exclusively on student labor. This structure
helps fulﬁll the school’s ultimate goal of providing students with
a school where they feel comfortable and welcomed, principal Kip
Greenhill said.
“It’s giving students more a sense of ownership of the school,
too, because they’re designing the layout, they’re the ones planting
April 1, 2005
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Interested in helping out?
As the Adopt-A-Garden program is supported primarily by
volunteers, all Upper Arlington residents are encouraged to participate, and any type of work is appreciated. Several parents and
teaching departments are already involved, as are various community business and organizations. Anyone who would like to participate can turn in the form found in the March edition of the
school newsletter, or contact Tara Harper at 459-4330 or Shirley
Heinlein at 481-0366 for more information.

the ﬂowers and so forth,” he said. “This is their school.”
Not only students and teachers are involved, however. The
program’s organizers welcome parent volunteers, as well as anyone
else wishing to participate in the project. Beverage distribution,
painting and ﬁrst aid are just a few of the ways to contribute to
the program, and nearly any form of work is appreciated. Those
unwilling or unable to provide labor are encouraged to donate any
extra plants they may have, as the program can purchase few due
to its modest resources.

Future plans
The program will culminate in a full-day landscaping effort May
14, although groups may continue to work on their areas throughout the remainder of the spring and summer, Chapman said. Signiﬁcant changes may not be immediately evident, as several years
will be required for the project to completely renew the landscaping
throughout the school, parent volunteer Shirley Heinlein said.
“It will be a few years probably before you see some huge results, because it’s such a large area it can’t be done all at once,”
she said.
Regardless of time, the ultimate goal of this effort is to beautify
the school, and the program’s organizers hope for the continued
support of all participating school departments and student groups,
Heinlein said. She aqnd her fellow program organizers expressed
optimism for the future of the project.
“It really could go on as long as the interest is there,” Heinlein
said. “It’s an ongoing project, and this will be going on for hopefully
at least a few years while we’re here.”
Overall, this effort will beneﬁt both the school and the student
body, junior Chris Hysell said.
“I think [new landscaping] would look a lot nicer,” he said, and
added that it would make the high school “a better place to come
and learn.”
Home economics teacher Pam Meadows cited the pride that
many in the UA community feel for the academic accomplishments
of the high school as a reason to participate in the project.
“If you take pride on the inside of a school you should take pride
on the outside of a school,” she said.
Through the combined efforts of volunteers such as Meadows
and other staff members and students, it is hoped that the AdoptA-Garden program will help the high school shed its barren winter
wardrobe in favor of a more inviting and welcoming appearance, and
improve all aspects of the high school experience in the process.
April 1, 2005

Senioritis hits hard
during spring months
by Matt Gould

T

he sun is up on a
beautiful spring
morning.School
is in session, and senior Adam Liddle’s
GRAPHIC BY EMILY TEACH
clock ﬂashes 9:45
a.m. When Liddle ﬁnally arises from his slumber, he leaves for school
with no book bag.
This is normal for Liddle and many other seniors. In spring,
ﬂowers are not the only thing in bloom senioritis is too.
Senior David Pearson said senioritis has a special deﬁnition
for him.
“I believe senioritis is when a senior feels far superior to
everyone else, especially underclassmen,” he said. “They ﬁnd
themselves too good for work because they claim it is too easy
or is beneath them and their standards.”
Senior Callie Wulf said she believes every senior has some
form of senioritis. The fact that seniors know they are almost
done with their schooling induces a sense that the ﬁnish line
is near. With college choices made and grades of little consequence, incentive to end their high school experience “on a
high note” seems irrelevant.
Senioritis has had its way with Liddle, who no longer carries
a backpack around to his classes.
“I don’t really need one,” he said. “I don’t do anything all
day,” he said.
Liddle has been accepted into two colleges and is planning
on gaining acceptance into two others.
Not every senior enjoys Liddle’s situation. Some seniors still
have to concentrate on their senior thesis project, which is required for graduation.
Language arts teacher Candace Riley, who has taught Humanities for seven years, said senioritis does not affect the senior thesis project.
“Surprisingly, students in second semester do as well
as first semester students. I think it’s because they are doing a project they chose and therefore enjoy working on it
more,” she said.
Not all seniors lack motivation towards school. Senior
Anthony Hall tries not to sleep in, but when he does, he
said it affects his school work. Hall said he only has two
required classes this semester, and he only completes about
half of his homework.
The only known cure for senioritis is graduation. Once
most UA seniors graduate, their school status resets; they are
at square A once again: freshmen.
7

1985 Riverside Drive
Phone: 486-0140

Students,

Have Fun at Prom!

Don’t Drink & Dance.
-The L.C. Staff

Be Safe at Prom!
-The PTO
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Flower Power

of the guys come in and they don’t even remember what color the
dress is, so it’s easy just to go with that.”
Although many corsages use the same ﬂowers and colors,
they can differ by style. Waits said all of their corsages are custom made, so styles are varied depending on details such as bows,
hanging ribbons and the number of ﬂowers. She recommended
ﬁve ﬂowers, but added that smaller corsages with three are also
by Inyoung Kang
available. Five is usually the best number of roses to use, or the
rom is quickly approaching, and along with it comes a ﬂurry corsage would be too small, Waits said.
of activity as students make their dinner reservations and
After selecting the number and type of ﬂowers, the ribbon is chosalon appointments. But one important detail must not be sen. The most common ribbons are satin and sheer, which come in
overlooked—the perfect corsage. Although it may not be the most different sizes and colors. The most popular ribbon color is iridescent,
obvious item on the prom checklist, a corsage adds ﬂair and a per- which is a pearly, opal color that reﬂects light and matches any dress
sonal touch.
color as well, Waits said.
A wide selection of corsages is available,
Corsage styles can also vary dependvarying by style and ﬂower type. Sweeting on where it is worn. Traditionally,
heart roses, alstroemeria, dendrobium
they have been pinned to the dress, but
orchids, cornﬂowers and gerbera daisies
wrist corsages have become more wide• Your date’s dress style and
are the most common ﬂowers used for
spread recently, Blumen Garten owner
color
corsages, according to Blumen Garten deRichard Teeters said.
signer Mae Gaskill.
“Up until about ﬁve years ago,
• Color of accessories
“We can put together anything the cusclose
to half of [the corsages] were
• Preference of wearing on dress,
tomer would like,” Gaskill said. “We have a
pin-on and the rest were wrist [corwrist, or an accessory
few daring customers that want something
sages],” he said.
different ... but predominantly for the high
Changing dress styles and strapless
school dances, we use sweetheart roses.”
gowns have resulted in the growing popRoses, which symbolize feelings of love and friendship, are recog- ularity of wrist corsages.
nized by many. They are frequently used in corsages because it is the
“Probably 99 percent are now wrist corsages,” Teeters said.
ﬂower that everyone knows of, Bloomtastic owner Heather Waits
He added that Gaskill still makes several with pins so if a girl wantsaid.
ed to pin her corsage to an accessory, such as a purse, she could do so.
“[While] a lot of people aren’t familiar with other ﬂowers ... evCorsages are a classic element of prom, and they are something to
eryone knows what a rose is and what it looks like,” Waits said.
remember the night by.
In terms of color, white is popular because it is neutral.
“The girls always like to have a keepsake, and [corsages are] a
“[White ﬂowers] can go with any dress color,” Waits said. “A lot great memento,” Gaskill said.

Trends in corsages highlight variety,
give students options

P

Know when you go ...

David A . Kopech
Kopech & Associates
Attorneys and Counselors at Law
2280 W. Henderson Rd.
Columbus, Ohio 43220

614-442-8004
April 1, 2005

140 E. Town St. Suite 1070
Columbus, Ohio 43215
Phone: (614) 242-3951
Fax: (614) 464-0572
E-mail: david@kopech.com
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Dining

Delights:

by Ashton DiDonato
and Andie Diemer

Local restaurants provide opportunity
for original, memorable meals

B

y the time prom dinner rolls around, many students have already sampled the assortment of routine
restaurants in Columbus. This year, try something fresh with one of these delicious restaurants.

Figlio
The small and lively white-tablecloth restaurant of Figlio is ﬁlled
with eye-catching decorations in a romantic lighting. The open kitchen provides the feeling of an authentic Italian bistro. While it is casual
enough for jeans, the restaurant is also appropriate for prom attire.
Due to the cozy table size it is best for couples or smaller groups.
Figlio features a wide range of Italian cuisine with a variety of
mouth watering pizzas, pastas, salads and desserts. The affordable pizzas are all under $9, and according to hostess Jen Ekelberry, popular
choices include the Five Cheese Pizza and Peter & Laurie’s Favorite–a
specialty pizza with chicken and onion. Also noted for their delicious
pastas, the Chicken Diablo, which is spicy chicken in a cream sauce, is
a common choice. All pastas range from $10 to $13.50.
Located at 1319 Grandview Ave. and 3712 Riverside Dr., Figlio
is convenient, affordable and energetic for a memorable prom dinner.
Reservations are accepted for small groups.

Shoku
This upscale, dimly lit restaurant provides the perfect atmosphere
for the Pan-Asian cuisine which is served. Shoku’s calm and mod14

ern atmosphere is perfect for an enchanting prom dinner. While the
restaurant’s small tables are ideal for couples or small groups, a back
room can be requested. There, 12 guests can sit in a unique layout: a
cushioned, low-set bench wrapped around a rectangular table.
Shoku is noted for its delicious spicy foods, especially its wide variety of sushi. Popular choices include the California Sushi Roll, Spicy
Salmon Sushi Roll and the Spicy Tuna Hand Roll. Two other favored
entrées are the Phad Thai Noodles, which are pan-fried noodles with
shrimp and chicken in a spicy coconut milk sauce, and the Teriyaki
Salmon, a fresh salmon ﬁlet grilled with teriyaki sauce. Appetizers
range from $3.75 to $8.95 while main dishes start at $10.95, with
the most expensive at $18.85.
Located at 1312 Grandview Ave., Shoku is a charming and concealed restaurant perfect for any extraordinary prom dinner. Reservations are accepted.

Martini Italian Bistro
With an expansive and open setting, Cameron Mitchell provides
another relaxing and upbeat atmosphere for one of Columbus Monthly’s
picks for Top Ten Best Italian Restaurants in Columbus. With walls
covered in wood paneling highlighted by art pieces, the environment
is obviously upscale but still comfortable for laid-back dining. It is an
excellent restaurant for both groups or couples; the variety of table
sizes accommodates everyone.
The signiﬁcant menu range includes generous portions of Italian
cuisine. Entrées include a variety of pizza, pasta and meat dishes, and
the manager suggests the popular Chicken Milanese, a large portion
of Parmesan crusted chicken topped with tomato sauce and fresh
mozzarella, served over linguini Alfredo for $13.50.
Located at both 1319 Polaris Parkway and 445 North High St.,
Martini is a worthy choice for students in search of a delicious and
lively meal. Reservations are accepted.
April 1, 2005
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The bustling environment of the Japanese Steak House is
fantastic for an easy-going, relaxing prom dinner. Guests are
seated around a Hibachi grill where their own personal chef prepares their meal in front of them. Waiters captivate the guests
with their cooking acrobatics, never leaving a dull or awkward
moment. Smaller reservations may be seated with other guests
around the same grill, which makes the restaurant ideal for larger
prom parties.
The Japanese Steak House is known for its variety of meats and
dishes including chicken, beef, lobster, crab and shrimp. Entrées
can be served with steamed or fried rice, eggs, vegetables and a
selection of savory sauces. The prices of an entire meal ranges
from $12 to $25 and includes soup, salad, an entrée and a sherbet dessert.
Located at 479 N. High St., the Japanese Steak House is an affordable and entertaining restaurant for the perfect prom dinner.
Reservations are accepted.

PHOTOS BY

The Japanese Steak House

Though the average cost of $35 per person is a little pricey,
the extra money is worth the food and experience. A co-partner
of the restaurant recommends the popular Big Night Out special
for diners. This is a delicious meal including a salad and cheese,
meat/vegetable and dessert fondue for $56 per couple. And with
a substantial meat selection, the dinner includes Filet Mignon,
Teriyaki Sirloin, Black Tiger Shrimp, Chicken Breast, Peppercorn Pork Tenderloin and Chick Potstickers, which all nicely accompany any number of their luscious dipping fondues. Diners
may choose from a variety of cheese fondues and salads for the
other courses as well, but the highlight of the evening is dessert.
With an extensive list, making only one choice is the lone disappointment of the evening. Including brownies, fresh fruit, pound
cake, marshmallows, cheesecake and other delectable items, the
dipping chocolate they are plunged into will make the night unforgettable, if nothing else.
Located at 5090 N. High St., the Melting Pot proves to be a
fresh and exhilarating dining experience that will start the night
off in an enjoyable manner. Reservations are accepted.

The Cheesecake Factory

The Melting Pot
At the Melting Pot, guests are surrounded by a creative and
unique dining style which is usually a new experience for couples.
An interactive environment allows guests to personally cook their
own courses at their table while the revival of fondue provides for
exciting and new dining. Diners decide between an assortment
of cheese, meat, dessert and dipping sauces for each of their four
courses before they begin cooking. Since all meals are designed
to be shared, the upbeat and energetic atmosphere is perfect for
larger groups.
April 1, 2005

Upon entering the spacious restaurant, guests immediately
begin to drool over the assortments of cheesecakes and other
fine desserts set up cleverly for them to walk by. The restaurant
provides an easygoing atmosphere for groups looking to have
fun while not focusing on romantic vibes. Also providing roomy
quarters, it is a great restaurant for bigger groups where large
tables can seat everyone.
With a menu boasting over 200 large portion selections, there
is something for everyone to enjoy. Entrées, which include huge
servings of pizza, pasta, seafood, steak, chicken, salad and sandwiches, range from $8.95 to $24.95. One of the restaurant’s
hostesses said she recommends their Cajun Jambalaya Pasta, a
dish composed of shrimp and chicken sautéed with onions, tomatoes and peppers in a very spicy Cajun sauce served on top
of fresh linguini. Any meal can be completed with one of their
50 homemade cheesecakes; she recommends the Chocolate Chip
Cookie-Dough Cheesecake for $4.50.
Located at Easton Town Center on Town Square, The Cheesecake Factory is ideal for big groups in search of casual yet delicious dining. Reservations are accepted for larger groups.
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Many of your heroes have
something in common—they
registered with Selective Service.
Registration is the law for all men
turning 18. Plus, registration
keeps you eligible for government
jobs, job training, and college
loans. So make the most of your
future. Visit WWW.SSS.GOV or
Many
of your
the
post
ofﬁceheroes
to ﬁllhave
out
in common—
asomething
registration
card today.

TONY VALENTINO
Monday-Saturday
2586 Bethel Rd.
Carriage Place Shopping Center
Columbus, Ohio 43220
(614) 442-TONY
(8669)

Where Haircutting is an Art

Blumen Garten Floriﬆs
Open 8 a.m.-7p.m. Mon.-Fri.
8 a.m.- 6 p.m. Sat.
11 a.m. - 3 p.m. Sun.

Don’t forg your corsage or boutonniere for Prom!

4687 Reed Road @ Henderson
Columbus, Ohio
(614) 451-1299
•Since 1974•
We deliver county-wide
& wire worldwide

Candy Land
Upper Arlington High School After-Prom Party
April 30, 2005
12 a.m.-4 a.m.
Sawmill Athletic Club

$1 OFF
This is a drug-free event sponsored by the Drug Free Student Group.
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Club sports with few members
not getting recognition
by Brian Reimer

S

ports like football, baseball, basketball, softball and volleyball
have been given the major attention at UAHS; however, clubs
offer an alternative to the mainstream sports.
An example of a little-known club sport is Dance Dance Revolution (DDR), a video and an arcade game which made its rise in
Japan; however, it has made its way to the states with many avid
players. There has been some questioning that DDR is not a sport,
but its many fanatics would beg to differ. Club member freshman
Molly Savage said that DDR attracts a large fan base, though she
feels not all DDR players attend the meetings. She also said she
believes that DDR has not reached its maximum popularity because the game only offers up to two player mode of play, decreasing each gamer’s time of actually participating in a match.
One of the United Kingdom’s favorite sports, Rugby, is also
offered at the high school. The Rugby club meets as a part of TriVillage Rugby at Hilliard Darby High School. Junior rugby player
Joe Volpe said the crowds at the matches are large, but there is
still a low number of players.
“[Around] thirty people attend the matches, [but] the popularity
is very low [even though] it is very physical and loads of fun,” he said.
Volpe also said Rugby is not as popular as it should be because
of the high risk of injury the sport holds.
Fencing is a simulation of 16th century rapier dueling combat.
Now that dueling will result in hefty jail time, fencing offers all
the excitement, without the problems from the police. Freshman
Nasro Farah said that fencing has many players, but not many fans.
The thrill and excitement of duelist versus duelist, in a head to
head duel offers much entertainment for teenagers, Farah said.
Although much of the excitement in sports UAHS provides
comes from the largely known activities, the players of more
mainstream sports such as football can also beneﬁt from the club
sports. Freshman Max Donovan, who is planning on playing football next year, said after hearing about the rugby club he thought he
could beneﬁt from playing the sport in the off season to increase
general skills he uses in football. Little known sport players and
major sports players alike can beneﬁt from these sports clubs, be
it a way to pass the spring months, or getting ready for the fall
season sports.

Prom night offers other options for
those not interested in dance
by Nick Dilenschneider, Jonny Grifﬁth and Jordan Panning

W

ith the glamour and glitz of prom approaching,
some juniors and seniors want to avoid the entire scene. For some, the night of the dance poses
a challenge for filling up their spare time. There are many
alternatives to prom, however, including movies, bowling,
putt-putting and after parties.
There are several theaters in Columbus in close proximity to
UAHS. There are theaters at Lennox, Carriage Place and the Arena
District, and movies are a relaxing alternative to the dance. Watching
any movie lets one marvel at an art as they would their prom date.
Prices range anywhere from $1 to $10 and popcorn and a drink are
under $10 anywhere.
For those who want a physical approach to the prom night, bowling is a good option. Sawmill Lanes and the Palace are two establishments ready to fulﬁll any bowling needs. Bowling is a therapeutic
way to release any prom-related stress. It also gives people the chance
to swing their arms like others would be doing at the prom dance.
Getting a lane is less than $10 for 10 frames per game.
As Spring has come, many will want to get outdoors for the
night. Putt-Putting is a natural alternative for people of all golfing talents. Not only is Putt-Putt interesting, but getting a holein-one will give anyone bragging rights. For those who are not so
fortunate, yelling at the hole would be no different than screaming with the prom music. Miniature golf has a range of prices for
the whole family, but high schoolers pay the adult price of $4.95
at Magic Mountain.
Some who are going to the prom will be attending after parties.
These provide a great way to be with friends on prom night, without
attending prom. After parties are usually nothing more than people
hanging around, playing poker or singing songs together around the
Karaoke machine.
Columbus has much to offer when it comes to a night out. There’s
always something to do somewhere around the city. When prom
night does swing around, some will be left without a date. Fortunately, there are many exciting alternatives to get away from the confusion and spend a night out on the town.

Prudential

Calhoon Company Realtors

Hair Studio
1987 Riverside Drive 43221
488-7974

50% off haircut when you present this coupon
April 1, 2005

777-1000
prucalhoonrealtors.com
The internet address with
thousands and thousands of
avaliable homes.
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Winter woes washed away

N

ow that we are in the
last stretch of winter and
spring is almost here,
the perks of warm weather and
blue skies have washed away the
winter horrors. This year’s winter
seemed to last a lot longer than it
really was, with the constant cold
nipping away at the faces of students walking to school and the
constant cloud cover. Now that
winter is nearly over, and spring is
Brian Reimer
approaching, we all have dreams
about the warm weather and spring time fun that is to come.
Spring has always been a refreshing season for me. The weather is perfect,
the air cool and the smell of the rain cleans out the remnants of winter. The
grass turns from its winter brown to its healthy spring green and the ﬂowers
come from their winter hiding place to their place in the spring air. The greatest
part of spring is that it always puts everyone in a great mood; winter is a dreary
time, and when spring comes around everyone is just glad to see the sun. The
mood from the winter downers are lifted off the spirts of the students.
Spring Break. The words alone can bring joy to the face of any student. For eight days, school lets out, and the possibilities are endless. A
countless amount of places to visit, and a countless amount of things to

Cinema Synopses:

hen attacked by an unknown animal in the
woods of Los Angeles, two young
adults ﬁnd they have been cursed
by the “Mark of the Beast.” Siblings Ellie (Christina Ricci) and
Jimmy (Jesse Eisenberg) struggle
to ﬁnd a way to end this curse.
Do not let the previews fool
you when they claim, “from
the master of terror.” Because
this movie is so far from terrifying, the master of terror
needs to go back to terror
school. Cursed is just another
boring werewolf movie.

A

lex Hitchens (Will Smith)
is the “date doctor” who
helps guys woo over the girls
of their dreams. But when
Hitch falls in love, he is going
to need all the help he can get
to impress his crush.
Once again, Smith plays a
ladies’ man and serves up a few
good laughs. With the help of coactor Kevin James, this movie is
sure to sting your sides; his dance
number is precious. But do not go
see Hitch for the romance, because
the romance in the movie is so
cheesy, it’s almost pathetic.

J

ohn
Constantine
(Keanu
Reeves), a free-lance exorcist has
been born with the ability to see
the angels and demons that dwell
on earth. Trying to work his way
into heaven, Constantine is devoting the rest of his life to “deporting” these demons.
Reeves’ movies always include him saving the world.
Despite the monotone acting
style, Constantine is sure to hold
viewers’ attention. Full of religious themes, nonstop action
and special effects, Constantine is
a sure thriller.

REVOLUTION STUDIOS

Man of the House

F

ive Texas cheerleaders witness
the murder of a key suspect in
an important case. They become
witnesses for the police and targets for the murderer. Now, Texas
Ranger Ronald Sharp (Tommy
Lee Jones) must protect these peppy college girls.
Man of the House is packed
with comedy. Although Jones
is usually a serious actor, his roll
as a Texas Ranger is brilliantly
funny. The antics of the cheerleaders are stereotypical, but
effective. Man of the House is a
decent ﬁlm.
REVIEWS BY
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Spring movies provide students with rainy weekend
entertainment, though wise choices are a must
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MIRAMAX
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Cursed

do back home. Nothing is better than spring break.
All seasons have their sports, however spring sports have always had
a greater excitement level for players and spectators. In fall sports, the
woes from the summer practices can bring the teams down. The winter
sports have always been dull to spectate to me, being inside all the time.
But, spring sports always have had an entertaining draw to me. For one,
the weather is just right for sports. And, we all know that a little rain
always helps to make a game a lot more interesting.
Although there are a lot of things to do in the spring, and the
weather is great, there’s one thing for me that makes spring a lot
more special. Spring is really the beginning of a new year, as the rains
clean off the wintry waste, and school wraps up, I really think it’s a
new start for everyone and everything. Starting over with a clean
slate at school, and starting over in a new grade. Spring can be used
to make life more exciting or making life a little more stress free.
The spring weather can be used to grow your ﬂowers, but it can also be used
to brighten up the human spirit. Spring is a time to use the sunshine to brighten
up your life. Spring is a chance to have more fun, a chance to smile more.
So now that the winter months are past and things can only look
up, I would like to ask everyone to use the spring months to brighten
up your thoughts toward life. If you enjoy seeing the grass become
green, the ﬂowers blooming, the new leaves budding on the trees,
and watching sports that offer a great level of competitiveness just sit
back and enjoy a new beginning.

MATT GOULD
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Sloppy eaters rejoice

April 1, 2005

CHRISSY HUMMEL

I

It’s nice we
have so many
clubs to choose
from. I think I’ll
go for IBA!

EDITORIAL CARTOON BY

f you are anything like me, going
to dinner before a school dance
can be a stressful experience.
Most of this stress originates from
a never-ending list of things you
should or should not do in order to
avoid social embarrassment. One or
two mistakes, your date and peers
will let it slide. Any etiquette slipups after that, and you are labeled
an enemy of common decency and
a wielder of “Bad Table Manners.”
To those who fear they may fail this
test, I offer a fail-safe strategy for
achieving a perfect score.
My advice is to take the offensive.
Graham Bowman
Instead of trying to hide your own
shortcomings, illuminate those of your
date. Pay attention to his or her every action. Just remember, no one is perfect. Everyone makes mistakes and your goal is to notice and correct every
single error your date makes. Start out with the most common mistake: the
napkin. Make sure you place your napkin in your lap before they do, and then
remind your date to do so. Once you have them on edge they are more likely
to slip up again, so watch out.
If they forget to thank the waiter after he takes your drink order, say,
“You know, the polite thing to do would be to say thank you when he takes
your order. Being a waiter is a tough job, you know.”
Pay attention to elbows. If your date rests his or hers on the table for
even a second, be sure to ask them politely to please remove them. When
they begin to act irritable or stop giving you that warm smile you ﬁrst
saw when you presented each other with your boutonniere and corsage,
congratulate yourself. They are beginning to feel like they
are the enemy of common decency and wielder of bad
table manners.
The genius of this plan is that by keeping up
on the attack, your date will be much too self
conscious to notice your own blunders. They
will be too busy worrying about if they have
spilled sauce on the tablecloth, or received a
gluttonous amount of reﬁlls to notice the fact
that you grip a spoon like a caveman, or see you
auspiciously spitting the piece of fat from your steak into the napkin in your
lap (the napkin you placed in your lap ﬁrst, remember).
You may have to be creative if your date is simply void of incorrect restaurant etiquette. If necessary, start making up rules for your
date to unwittingly break. Whisper so that no one else can hear that
whatever they ordered was inappropriate for the occasion. Let your
date know their tip was insufficient and offer to add to it with some of
your own money.
A nice ﬁnishing touch would be to give your date a pitying smile on
the way back to the car, like one you would give to a cute stray kitten
that has little chance of surviving through the week. This will let him or
her know you think they failed, but in a compassionate way that will make
them try their hardest to appease you next time.
Eating at a nice restaurant can be tedious for the inexperienced high
school student. It is a time when people of all ages show just how mature
they really are. But the inexperienced and immature need not worry. With
a little blufﬁng and the power of suggestion, even those who don’t know
the Victorian way to hold a fork can still look good.

Students should investigate lesser
known clubs in their free time
Staff Editorial

A

couple weeks before March Madness begins, IBA is the
basketball tournament everyone is talking about. No
matter their skill level, students always have fun competing against each other in the gym every night. And if their
team loses, so what? No harm done.
It is too bad clubs such as fencing and ping pong do not enjoy the same turnout as the IBA season. There is a long list of
club sports which offer students a chance to enjoy themselves
playing a game in which they have probably never participated. But sadly, most of these activities are not well known and
pull in only a modest number of people each week.
Traditionally, students do not seek out lesser-known club
sports because, well, no one else does. Nobody wants to try
something new all alone. Students should be encouraged to
get together with a few friends and look into some after school
activities such as ping pong, Dance Dance Revolution, rugby,
fencing or ski club, even if it is just for a single meeting.
Students should give themselves an opportunity to have
fun playing a game in an easy-going atmosphere. Clubs give
students this opportunity while allowing them to make new
friends with those who share a common interest. IBA season is
fun because everyone gets to compete with a group of friends in
a stress-free environment. It is the thrill of competition without
all the work. Why not let this excitement be recreated in other
clubs, too?
A new emphasis on clubs should not be limited to just sports.
Students with a favorite activity which does not already have
its own club should start one and share their hobbies with the
rest of the student body. As of now, there is still no frisbee golf,
ultimate frisbee, or card games club, all of which are common
activities among teenagers.
Clubs should be a more integral part of student life. Kids with
time on their hands should take 30 minutes after school one day
to check out one of the many clubs our school has to offer.
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Have Clear Skin
by Prom Time
Our Blue Light Treatments for acne
deliver amazing improvement in just weeks

•Concrete Work
•Asphalt Paving
•Seal Coating
•Excavation
•Grading
•Drainage

La Cleaners
• Dry Cleaning
• Shoe Repair
• Wedding Gown
• Shirt Laundry
• Alteration
• Suede & Leather
1989 W. Henderson Rd.
Columbus, OH 43220
(Next to Kroger)
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HOW DOES IT WORK? Blue Light, with or without a topical photosensitizing medication, uses high-intensity, cool blue-violet light
waves to eliminate acne-causing bacteria on the surface of your skin
and within acne lesions. This reduces inflammation, heals existing
blemishes and helps prevent further breakouts.
HOW SOON WILL I SEE RESULTS? Eight 15-minute treatments over
four weeks will clear up to 90% of acne eruptions. For severe acne,
we apply the topical medication prior to Blue Light therapy.
IS IT SAFE? Blue Light has no potential side effects, as can occur
with other acne treatments such as Accutane or antibiotics.
Blue Light Treatments are available
at our New Albany and Mill Run Spas.
Call for an appointment.

538-5800
agelessmedspa.com
Tel. 442-0745
Fax 442-6745
©2005 Ageless MedSpa, LLC
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